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President Nixon speaks on the war

WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Nixon last night rejected demands for total, immediate U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam and asked "the great, silent majority" to support his careful course toward a settlement of the war.

"For the future of peace," he told a nationwide broadcast audience from his White House office, "precipitate withdrawal would be a disaster of immense magnitude."

In appealing for greater public support, the President took what he called "the unprecedented step" of disclosing a number of secret peace initiatives including a private letter to North Vietnams President Ho Chi Minh last July.

Making public copies of the private exchange, Nixon urged Ho to negotiate seriously in Paris for an early end to the war. Ho's reply, received on Aug. 30, three days before his death in Hanoi, was "frozen" in a set schedule. But he disclosed that the Hanoi leader had requested an exten-

sion in June "is more optimistic now," partly because of the "the Communist military situation and the progress in training South Vietnamese forces to take over a greater share of the fighting."

Nixon also said an orderly withdrawal of all combat forces was planned first, leading eventually to withdrawal of all American forces.

Nixon warned that if Communist infiltration or American casualties increase while the United States is trying to scale down the fighting, "it will be the result of a conscious decision by the ene-

my" that will be "savage and effective measures."

The President's half-hour address, delivered alone from his gold and blue Oval Room office except for radio and television technicians, reminded in a conciliatory tone toward youthful demonstrators demanding an imme-

diately end to the war. Yet he made clear that the decision to end the war was his alone to make as President.

"I would be untrue to my oath of office if I allowed the policy of this nation to be dic-

ted by the minority who hold that view and who attempt to impose it on the nation by mounting demonstrations in the streets."

Speaking midway between nationwide anti-war demonstra-

tions, the President told the nation's youth: "I respect your idealism. I share your concern for peace. I want peace as much as you do."

He added: "I want to end the war so that the energy and dedi-

cation of our young people, now too often directed into bitter hatred against those they think are responsible for the war, can be turned to the great challenges of peace, a better life for all Americans and for people throughout the world."

"For the future of peace," he said, "to you, the great silent majority of my fellow Americans, I ask for your support."

He recalled he had made a "time plan" public not to end the war and declared he had a plan to keep that pledge.

"The people who can have an American's dream can have from the American people, the sooner that pledge can be re-
dreed, the better it is for us."

(Continued on page 2)

CAF lacks finances

by Cliff Wintrebro

Contemporary Arts Festival Chairman Dick Roddewig said yesterday that the CAF committee is "strongly considering" canceling the remainder of their program after November 11th due to a dearth of dollars.

An unresponsive Student Senate and a recalcitrant administration dealt the major blows to the financial well being of the Festi-
vial, according to Roddewig.

Roddewig explained that a minimum of $1500 to $2000 over the Senate's $2000 is needed to "justify the past Festi-
vials and to get off the ground the concept of a year long festi-

val."

He added that there are four possible avenues of receiving fi-

nancial help open to the Arts Festi-
vial:
1. The Senate is consider-

ing asking for an administration loan of $20,000 instead of $15,000 as it was last year and it is hoped that part of this extra $7,000 would go to the CAF.

2. The Festival committee also intends to again approach the administration with a request for support.

3. Another idea is to go to inter-

ested South Bend people and ask for assistance. Some of these people gave the CAF some coop-

eration last year.

CAF is also calling a meeting Thursday at 7:30 in 127 Newe-

land Science Hall for all students interested in seeing the CAF survey.

Roddewig commented on the political power the CAF wielded in the Senate and the part polit-

ics played in the Senate's deci-

sion to give the CAF only

$2,000.

"We have no core of senators to support us. We try to keep out of the realm of campus politics, so we do not have any political punch. People who have more of a voice in the Senate can get their beneficial programs pushed through," he said.

Pat Dowdall, Student Union Academic Commissioner, agrees with this appraisal but added that there "appeared to be some behind the scenes negotiating to cut the CAF budget."

Bill Knapp, CAF financial chairman, said that "as a whole, the Senate is incentive to the arts on campus," and that cera-

triply to Senate belief the sale of almost 550 CAF patron cards at $7.50 each shows "quite strong student interest."

He also commented on the zero amount of financial support the CAF received from the ad-

ministration.

"I think it is somewhat path-

etic.

(Continued on page 2)

HPC statement

by John Konali

Rich Meckel at SLC meeting

In a preliminary action the Hall Presidents Council last Monday, three representative groups to report next Monday with the names of those selected to sit on the University Court and the Court of Appeals. Each group will appoint two representatives to the University Court and one to the Courts of Appeals. Upon

(Continued on page 2)

We, the Hall Presidents, are in basic disagreement with Student Government's policies of eliminating the deficit this year. It is our opinion that too many organizations will be seriously handicapped if the present budget recommendation is accepted. We suggest that the deficit be eliminated over a period of three years, instead of one or two fiscal years.

We specifically recommend that the following organiza-

tions be appropriately funded: the HPC's, The Total Trab, the University Court, the Contemporary Arts Festival. Our rationale for this recommendation is that all four organizations benefit every student at this University and are not perceived by the student interest group.

We also recommended that the Afro-American Society be funded so that they can at last effectively operate. We feel an obligation to support the Afro-American Society in keeping with the concept of a catholic University.
SLC wants clear policy on student disorders

(Continued from page 1)

approval by Fr. Hesburgh, the Judicial Board would be ready to go into effect.

Later in the meeting student representative Rich Meckel presented a proposal which called for a six man tri-partite committee to be chosen from the members of the SLC for the purpose of examining the pre­ sent "demonstration policy" at Notre Dame. Meckel said the committee was needed because the University policy on student demonstrations as stated in the Student Manual differed in many respects with the policy as outlined in Fr. Hesburgh's letter last year.

"This conflict has created a good deal of ambiguity on the question of where the University stands on this issue," he said. "I think that it's important that everyone know exactly what the University's position is."

The proposal was passed with only one negative vote and once again the formation of the committee was put off a week. In a final piece of business McKenna presented a resolution which called for the elimination of the passage in the Student Manual which denies eligibility for extracurricular activities to those students who are placed on academic or disciplinary probation.

There was considerable opposition. McKenna and the other student representatives argued that activities often aid in bringing a student back to a satisfactory academic and disciplinary standing.

Reminder to all club and hall presidents

If you want a booth in the Mardi Gras '70 Carnival, your representative must be present at a general meeting TONITE, Tuesday, Nov. 4 at 7:00 PM in the Amphitheatre of the Student Center.

The Observer is published daily during the college semester except vacations by the students of the University of Notre Dame and St. Mary's College. Subscriptions may be purchased for $8 from The Observer, Box 11, Notre Dame, Ind., 46556. Second class postage paid, Notre Dame, Ind. 46556.

CAF seeks help from many sources

(Continued from page 1)

Stewart told Roddewig that no funds would be forthcoming due to the University's financial circumstances.

Nixon formula

(Continued from page 1)

Nixon firmly turned down suggestions he said were made shortly after his inauguration in January that he order an immediate withdrawal of all American forces from Vietnam. Some political advisers then said "this was the only way to avoid allowing Johnson's war to become Nixon's war," he said.

To follow such a course, he said, would be to permit widespread Communist massacres in South Vietnam. Furthermore, he said, there would be a worldwide "collapse of confidence in American leadership" and those intent on world conquest would be spurred on to "recklessness" and violence elsewhere.

Despite fruitless U.S. diploma­tic efforts in Paris and elsewhere, Nixon listed areas of success in de-escalating the conflict and carrying out his announced inten­tion on Guam last July of turning more of the burden of the fighting over to South Viet­nam.

Delegates may sign-up today

Students wishing to participate in the upcoming Model United Nations General Assembly can sign up to be delegates Tuesday and Wednesday (Nov. 4 and Nov. 5). Sign-ups will be in the ND and SMC dining halls and at the ND off-campus office, as well as on the campus of Indiana University (South Bend). The Model United Na­tions is open to students of ND, SMC and IUSB only.

Potential delegates will be asked to indicate five delegations they are interested in and list them in preference, as well as indicating a general area of interest. There will be a $3 registration fee to cover the costs of the General Assembly.

Michael Kelly, Chairman of the Model United Nations Committee, said that "preference will be given to prearranged groups signing up for a delegation together in order to increase a sense of cohesion and purpose within the delegation."

Once the delegations have been chosen each will select its own chairman.

The college you can't get into without a job.

The college is ours--Western Electric's Corporate Education Center in Hopewell, New Jersey.

Like your college, ours has a campus with dorms, dining halls, labs and a library. Unlike yours, you can't get into ours without a job.

A job at Western Electric.

Our students--engineers, managers and other professionals--develop and expand their skills through a variety of courses, from corporate operations to computer electronics. To help bring better telephone service and equipment, through the Bell System.

For information contact your placement office. Or write: College Relations Manager, Western Electric Co., Room 2500, 212 Broadway, New York, New York 10038. An equal opportunity employer.
Hall Presidents Council argues over financial proposition

by Glen Corso

The Hall Presidents Council met last night, and wrangled for an hour and a half over a rationale for the proposed budget.

At first the discussion centered around whether or not the HPC should officially sign Wemhoff's letter condemning the proposed budget. 

The Hall Presidents Council has been appointed by Sister M. Jeanne Finske, chairman of the HPC, as assistant to Suddes for the current term. 

Rak urged the HPC to show the Senate that some things should receive more funds this year. 

As Rak was speaking, Tom Suddes, Chairman of the HPC, read to the body a copy of Joe Wemhoff's letter condemning the proposed budget.

Tom Mayer, Executive Coordinator of the HPC, stated that he felt that as much as $10,000 should be added to the deficit. Rak then spoke of a move to reduce the $22,000 deficit. 

When asked for his feelings on the proposal, Rak said, "There are 20 votes out of 20 that want to go on $46,000. I feel that Hunter and Thasbe should hold it there, but probably won't." 

Rak urged the HPC to show the Senate that some things should receive more funds this year.

Ron Mastriana, Executive Coordinator of the HPC, stated that he felt that as much as $10,000 should be added to the deficit. He then spoke of a move to reduce the $22,000 deficit. 

Various opinions were heard from the other hall presidents. Almost all criticized the sign-in procedure. The President of Dillon, Paul Galgan, argued that the members of his hall had "spent 60-70 man hours on the whole thing." He felt that "there was nothing else that they could do." 

A representative from Breen-Philly urged the hall presidents to "hang together for two weeks. If we have to take action, then we can do it all together. If two or three halls act now they may bumble it all up." 

Mastriana declared "if they don't we will be forced to suspend their validation hours." 

The President of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, and later served as special assistant to King for civil rights.
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The Senate’s Fiscal Responsibility

The Senate will meet tonight in order to finalize the student government budget. From all indications, it looks as if the finance committee’s recommendations will be accepted with only minor changes.

If so, we feel that the Senate will be following an imprudent course of action. Many programs which are struggling to bring a breath of fresh air to the stale atmosphere which envelops this campus are being forced to watch as their revolutionary ideas are nipped in the bud. We seriously doubt that the idea of “fiscal responsibility” which is the basis for this butchering is being used in its proper context.

No one enjoys seeing their hard earned money squandered by irresponsible persons in positions of power, nor do they enjoy it being spent on worthless projects which will benefit small, select pressure groups which influence legislators. The term fiscal responsibility means proper management of public funds. To inadequately fund projects which are vital and necessary forces in a community’s life merely because of the fear of a debt is misuse of the principle.

Student Government has already paid back its debt to the University—or to look at it another way, the University has collected its money from the funds it received when the student-activities-fees were paid. The overspending that student government has already planned for in its new budget will have to take the form of another loan from the University. This new loan will have to be paid back next year.

Look at it this way. The proposed budget already provides for a new debt of approximately $14,000. The budget is now close to $60,000. Next year receipts from the activities fee will be approximately $96,000. Subtracting $14,000 to pay off this year’s debt leaves about $82,000 for student government to work with. That means student government will have to figure out how they can spend $22,000 more next year than they are spending this year. We feel that they are going to have a hard time figuring out where to spend it since many organizations might come close to going out of business this year because of the budget cuts.

Why not prorate the repayment of the debt over two years? Student government could easily incur a $20,000 to $25,000 debt this year and pay it back next year, while balancing the budget. We feel that this is the path that students should encourage their senators to follow.

The Senate must pause and consider what kind of damage it is doing to the various clubs and organizations whose monies they have slashed far below the requested amount. The effects are almost beyond comprehension. Many, many people are devoting long hours to the success of these various projects. Most do it without compensation. Their motivation is the pride in their accomplishments and the satisfaction derived from helping to improve the Notre Dame community. How much pride and satisfaction can be derived when the means for accomplishing an objective of excellence are beyond attainment?

Something that the Senate must also consider are the effects on next year’s activities. Such things as the Contemporary Arts Festival, the Sophomore Literary Festival, and An Tostal Weekend, cannot be rejuvenated overnight. The directors of these things depend heavily on the advice of those who headed them the previous year. What kind of advice can a disappointed and dispirited individual give?

The Senate must consider that full funding of these projects is an investment in the future of Notre Dame. There is no reason to shortchange the students this year. A debt of $20-25,000 is not that bad at all when it is measured against the ill effects that a smaller deficit will have on the community.

The Observer budget

The Observer would like to encourage students once again to talk to their Senators and ask them to vote for a $12,000 appropriation for The Observer. The rationale for our request, we believe, was adequately presented in last Friday’s paper by our publisher.

We need the $12,000 to insure that we continue daily publication in the format that would be best for the future of the paper—that is, eight pages per day. An eight-page daily paper will provide us with the opportunity to develop the best caliber newspaper that we can, and would provide us with the opportunity to attract more advertising.

Perhaps the second point is the most significant since if The Observer has the space to attract new advertising there is the possibility that it will someday be able to cover most of its cost through advertising receipts. If not student government will be allocating money to The Observer year after year—and to a three day Observer to boot.

In that vein the additional allocation to The Observer is an investment in the future—an investment that will provide the community not only with a fine newspaper but one that someday will be able to pay its own way.
Vikings find Valhalla

by Buz Craven

ODIN!! ODIN!!

With this cry the Vikings burst from their fortress in the Dillon-Alumni courtyard, prepared to sacrifice their vocal cords to defend Notre Dame honor at home football games.

The Vikings originated in the first floor B-wing section of Dillon Hall, more commonly called "Valhalla." Since their founding, the Vikings have spread far with the aid of pictures in the South Bend Tribune and the Chicago Sun Times.

This spirited group was the idea of two ND sophomores who were disgusted with the lack of spirit shown at the Northwestern game at the opening of the home football season. The two, Rich Sherman and Mike Murphy, formed the Vikings to show that some Notre Dame men still believe the fighting Irish should have "6000 teammates in the stands." From an initial membership of two, the Vikings have grown to an informal organization with at least 70 regular members and at least 150 more irregulars, and they invite anyone else who has a strong sense of pride but "no sense of shame" to join their ranks.

A football weekend for a Viking begins with the Friday night pep rally, which is the Vikings' tout as a group. However, the pep rally is just a warm-up for the game-day activities. Dressed in their Viking outfits, the group meets at 11 a.m. in the Dillon-Alumni courtyard to prepare for prayers to Odin, the chief Viking god.

To contribute to their activities, and they promise that any Viking "will be their first film.

Waiting for Sadie

by Harold J. Taegel

Bleak. That word has weighed heavily on my mind these past few days prompting a feeling of, well, bleakness.

Bleak is the weather — five consecutive days of cloudy, drizzly, miserably wet.

Bleak is the time of year — mid-semester tests, papers due, loss of sleep.

Bleak is the news (it always seems that way) — Vietnam continues, stock market drops, another plane hijacked, Arabs on the warpath.

Bleak days, also, for top teams in professional football — what happened in Dallas, St. Louis, Houston, San Diego and Oakland?

But, contributing considerably to my feeling of bleakness is a day known sarcastically at St. Mary's as Sadie Hawkins Day. Some of you may be wondering who Sadie was and what she did to the characteristics of the dominating woman? Finally she got her man (just like her feast is celebrated with such fervent/solemnity and devotion.

Sadie lived (boy, did she live!) in Alaska during the gold rush days of the 1890's. She was a mountain of a woman who stood 6 feet 4 and weighed 245. With those kind of dimensions (we won't mention any other figures — they're too unbelievable) she naturally took to lumberjacking. While she took to lumberjacking her fellow lumber-Jacks didn't take too well to her. You see, she was always bitching about something — hours too long, unfair compensation, something about women's rights. Sadie was causing dissolution in the ranks, so the foreman had to let her go (it took four men and their muscle to convince him to let her go).

The gold rush was beginning so Sadie decided to set up business (a solemn business, that is) in one of the boom towns. There she prospered monetarily and socially. Gals were scarce — the ratio was about 4 to 1 — and since she came into contact with large numbers of men through her business (the boys do need to quench their thirst) she had more than her share of dates (on some weekend nights St. Mary's book two or three dates).

But, Sadie was chomping at the bit and didn't like the boy-ask-girl custom. She was getting old — almost 21 — and she didn't want to waste time with guys who weren't good marriage prospects. So, she decided to become an independent, liberated woman and take the bull by the horns (so to speak).

Using her size to her best advantage, she reversed the process and began taking the initiative in dating relationships. Legend has it that she never was turned down. I believe it — would you dare risk the consequences of the wrath of such a woman? Finally she got her man (just like every woman likes to think she does); he was 5 feet 2 and weighed 110 pounds. It must be quite apparent by now that Sadie Hawkins is honored with a special day. She embodied and exemplified all the characteristics of the dominating woman which all women secretly or sometimes not so secretly strive to attain.

But, to come back to my present plight. It is a social custom at St. Mary's to observe Sadie Hawkins Day and to reverse the usual procedure of boy-ask-girl. Since I am a social animal, who am I to fight custom?

With that in mind, let it be known to one and all that at that school-across-the-road that in order to be prepared for a flurry of phone calls, I am doing the following:

1) I am cutting all of my classes for the rest of the week.
2) I am having my meals delivered to my room.
3) I am sleeping at night with the telephone under my pillow.
4) I have made arrangements for the overflow of calls to be diverted to the two rooms immediately adjoining mine.

So, Amy, Robyn, Jeannie, Ann, Carol, Geri, Fru, Sheila, Suee, Feri, Marie, Pat, Marilyn, Patty, Mary Chris and any other interested girls — get on the phone. I'm waiting.
Letters to the Editor

Seventeenth Ward

Editor: With the "Sex Questionnaire at SMC" (Thurs., Oct. 30)...

ROTC's role

Editor: Do you believe the question Bernie Ryan and Professor Estabrook wish to raise is not to be limited to a discussion of insufficient representation of the rest of the student body, for clearly most of the student body is content to be represented by that portion of the military complex here on campus, ROTC, whose role, ironically enough, within the confines of the university was seriously questioned only by the latter half of last semester and the early part of this current semester. Perhaps removal of the military from campus was considered unnecessary due to the possible withdrawal of American troops from Viet Nam in the near future, and also the institution of the Dept. for the study of Non-Violence, both of which are very nice transplants, but they do not serve to remove the question of accent. Has the United States over- emphasized the role of the military in handling foreign policy? What role does ROTC have next to the study of non-violence and the humanities? How big a part is ROTC man when his chances of being sent to Viet Nam are far below the average non-ROTC graduate? The crossed staves of the Notre Dame war dead daw a number...
SAC tables SMC open house discussion

by Prudence Wear

The SMC Student Affairs Committee tabled its discussion last night on open houses and drinking on campus pending further study.

The open house bill sent to the Student Affairs Council last month was returned to the Committee for revision and clarification. Mr. Theodore M. Hesburgh, Committee Chairman, commented that "the Council felt the proposal was too vague, but whether students wanted on open house on a particular day were not definitely outlined." McCandless Senator Carol Cusick noted that the hall's snapshot was called for and would try to arrange the date before the Homecoming game last Saturday.

The T.A.'s, numbering about 30, stationed themselves in the parking lots, and around the library and the administration building in order to inform visitors and alumni about their recent resolution submitted together with the English Department to Fr. John Walsh, Vice President for Academic Affairs.

"We feel pretty happy about it," said Bill Lorimer, a T.A. who teaches two Freshman English courses. He said that the T.A.'s and other English graduate students distributed about 7,000 leaflets.

"Our purpose was to make our situation known to the alumni," said Bill Hake, a third-year graduate student in English. "It was not so much a confrontation, but a protest."

Hake explained that the leaflet passed out asked alumni to write Fr. Hesburgh to express their sentiment about the T.A. request. The leaflet also asked alumni making contributions, to designate part of their contribution to the proposed salary increase of the T.A.'s. The leaflet also included the address of the Notre Dame English Association so people would know how to contact the English Department.

Presently, Hake explained, the T.A.'s who teach and the T.A.'s who merely assist professors receive the same salary - $2,100 for a non-military year. "And this is a problem," he said.

Correction

In the October 31 issue of The Observer, Professor Godfrey C. Henry was quoted in the story on Black Studies as saying "the white student would have a real and experimental exposure to Black Studies. What Henry actually said was that the student would have "real and experimental exposure to Black Studies."

by Jim Holsinger

"I'm worried about this national breaking apart," as the T.A.'s went to picket, said Mr. Joseph DiGiovanna of the Philosophy Department.

Lorimer said the T.A.'s were represented by their "ad hoc" committee.

Mr. DiGiovanna pointed out that the T.A.'s "receive a stipulation that the questionnaires should be concerned with the subject of particular houses." A sub-committee was appointed by Father Bernard, Carol Cusick and Susan Farrell to present the questionnaires for approval in two weeks.

Mr. DiGiovanna began the discussion of drinking on campus for students over 21 by requesting a statement of the benefits and disadvantages for the students.

BETH DRISCOLL

Sister Immaculata said she felt the Council's objection to the original bill was that more students were not shown to the procedure needed before the procedure could be determined.

Lorimer wrote Fr. Walsh to find out the administration's decision. He said he received a letter from Walsh "with the usual run-around that our proposal was still under consideration."

Today, Lorimer continued, Notre Dame's T.A. salary is "among the bottom 2-3 of all universities in the country."

Lorimer pointed out that the T.A.'s may go through a "grade strike" next semester if they receive no favorable response from the administration. A grade strike means that the T.A.'s would withhold grades from university records. In this way, he explained, the students themselves wouldn't suffer. He strongly emphasized that the T.A.'s are primarily concerned with their students. Presently, Lorimer said, the T.A.'s are represented by their own "ad hoc" committee. He said that, although they were not now working directly through the Graduate Student Union (G.S.U.), he hoped that later this year they would be informed of the G.S.U. sentiment.

Mr. Joseph DiGiovanna of the Philosophy Department moved that they appoint a committee to draft a "sound and complete questionnaire" to discern what it is exactly that the students want.

Sandy Griffin, McCandless Senator, amended the motion with a stipulation that the questionnaire should also be concerned with the subject of particular houses.

A sub-committee was appointed by Father Bernard, Carol Cusick and Susan Farrell to present the questionnaires for Committee approval in two weeks.

Mr. DiGiovanna began the discussion of drinking on campus for students over 21 by requesting a statement of the benefits and disadvantages for the students.

BETH DRISCOLL stated that the benefits were of two types: permitting girls to drink without forcing them into the South Bend bars, and creating the convenience.

Disadvantages, she felt, might be the possible tendency by some to indulge to excess, and the probable escalation of house quiet violations.

The members seemed to feel the main problem would be the procedures of enforcement and punishment in cases where one roommate would not be 21.

Mr. DiGiovanna pointed out that, according to this amendment, the legal drinker could be charged with contributing to the delinquency of the minor. He also stated that the mere presence of liquor in her room could convict the minor of possession of an alcoholic beverage.

Beth Driscoll made the final suggestion that the committee table the discussion and speak with legal agents to ascertain the in and out's of the situation.

Live! In Concert!

The ELVIN JONES Trio

Elvin Jones , drums Wilbur Little, bass

Joe Farrell, tenor and flute

Wednesday, November 5 8:00 p.m. WASHINGTON HALL General Admission $2 Students $1

Elvin Jones was Coltrane's "main man"

Elvin Jones won Down Beat's most recent Readers Poll as "Best Drummer"

Elvin Jones has been named "Best Drummer" in Down Beat's International Jazz Critics poll for the last seven years.

Elvin Jones is the world's greatest drummer.

Co-sponsored by Michiana Friends of Jazz and the Collegiate Jazz Festival.

Much of the Look interview presents Hesburgh in relationship to Notre Dame. Actionists on campus discuss Hesburgh as a gradualist, one student describes him as a "tragic hero," but Look explains what Hesburgh is to the comfortable American.

"Colleged with the sweet smell of success, he has discovered that in the houses of the rich and powerful, there is also the stink of death," says Look.

"Time is running out on us as a nation," says Hesburgh.
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Many have moved... but the Paulists Stay On...

The Paulists arrived on the West Side of New York City in 1945. In 1955 they moved into San Francisco's Chinatown and into the fringes of Chicago's Loop in 1964.

They're all there... Times change. Neighborhoods change. Sometimes they go up... Sometimes they go down... but through it all the Paulists stay. As long as there is need people are to be served the Paulists will be there.

The Paulists may be in the same old place but he constantly does new things. That's one of the characteristics of the Paulist order, using their own individual talents in new ways to meet the needs of a fast-changing world in the college... in communications... in the ghettos.

If you have given some thought to becoming a Priest, write for an illustrated brochure and a copy of our recent Renewal Chapter Guidelines.

Write to:

Vocation Director

Paulist Fathers

Room 200

415 West 59th Street

New York, N.Y. 10019

DROP WHAT YER DOIN'!

COME TO THE SADIE HAWKINS DANCE

November 7

9 till 1 a.m.

Indiana Club

Music by the "Magnificent Seven"

Tickets on Sale at S.M.C. Dining Hall
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Zahn - Breen-Philips 8

Zahn remained the only undefeated team in League 3 as they came from behind to squeeze out a tie with Breen-Philips. Breen-Philips scored in the first half after a fine 33 yard pass, Tom Joseph to Bob May, moved the ball to the Zahn six. From there Joseph carried for the score.

Tom Egain ran for the two point conversion. Zahn came back in the second half when Paul Tufts fired a pass to George Phelps in the flat. Flats shock off tacklers and went 44 yards for the TD. Bruce Curson scored the crucial two point conversion which enabled Zahn to come away with a tie.

Morrissey - Lyons 0

An alert Morrissey team rolled over Lyons on the strength of three TD passes. Morrissey's first TD came on an eight yard pass from Jeff Shula to Paul Breen. Jim Shula scored the two point conversion to give Morrissey an 8 - 0 halftime lead. In the second half Morrissey took over in high gear as he outdistanced them to the end zone. Kane then booted the extra point which gave the point to Stanford. Simpson intercepted two passes for Keenan as did Terry Hermsen for Stanford.

Walsh - Sorin 6

Walsh's fine passing game was just a bit too much for Sorin. On the first set of downs Dave Porter threw for a 47 yard pick-up to John Nesline on the famous sleeper play. Nesline had pretended to go to the bench, but much to Sorin's dismay, he never quite left the field. Porter then rifled two 12 yard passes to Chris Stephan, the second one for the TD. Sorin tied up the game in the second half on a 26 yard O'Donnell to McDermott pass. However, Walsh came right back and capped a fine drive with a 6 yard TD run by Dave Porter for the 12-6 margin.

In this brutal battle of two unbeaten teams Pangborn proved the stronger. Pangborn's first half was a virtual stalemate as neither team was able to score. The second half was a different story as it was all Pangborn. John Tatu threw a 30 yard TD pass to Cindy Castagnetra for the game's first score. After Pangborn's defense forced Holy Cross to relinquish possession Tatu found a 20 yard pass to Terry Lee for Pangborn's second score. Jerry Guatto added the extra point. Pangborn's final tally came on a 49 yard sweep of left end by Joe Dihartolomeo. Guatto once again converted.

Dillon squeezed out Alumni in a 9-0 game. The two neighboring halls. Dillon's TD came in the first half on a 6 yard run by John Tatu. Tatu's right end by speedy Gene Sullivan. Steve McGovern booted the extra point.

The margin of victory on his two point conversion run. Later in the game Alumni's Lou Ferraro passed 26 yards to Bob Singleton who made a diving catch on the 1 yard line. From there big Bill Nieser bullied over for the score.

Carroll over Flanner for the two point conversion. The second half was scoreless as Dillon hung on for the victory.

Chuck Davis and Frank Leahy under care, Indiana and Michigan State unite for changes

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (UPI) - The career of Purdue's seven foot tall Chuck Davis, a Boilermaker basketball player, was in the hands of doctors at Robert Long Hospital Monday. Davis, starting center for the team, suffered the of the ankle injury in an auto accident early Saturday when his car slammed into a tree on the Brown County Highway. Dr. George King said Davis' progress, after surgery on the leg, appeared good, although one physician said Davis' knee will be "highly unstable" even if the leg is saved. King said he was told by doctors, if everything goes right, Davis will have full use of the leg.

CHICAGO (UPI) - Frank Leahy, one of the most successful football coaches in college history, was reported "responding well" Monday at Passavant Hospital to treatment for an undiagnosed infection.

A hospital spokesman said Leahy, 62, a rowing instructor at Notre Dame in sports analyst, entered the hospital Sunday night after he was reported to remain there for a week to 10 days.

Coach Leahy was football coach at Boston College from 1939 to 1941 at Notre Dame University from 1941 until he retired in 1954 because of ill health. His overall coaching record was 107 wins, 13 defeats and 9 ties.

EAST LANSING, Mich. (UPI) - Coach Duffy Daugherty said Monday his previously unbeaten Michigan State Big Ten football team has suffered a blow with the announcement of an injured quarterback.

The change followed a 16-0 loss to Indiana Saturday in which Triplette failed to complete any of 11 pass attempts. When Triplette left the game in the third quarter Spartan fans booed him.

Daugherty said Triplette re- sponded that he felt bad about Triplette "become a scapegoat for the team's troubles."

MSU is 3-4 for the season and 1-3 in the Big Ten play. "Triplette has never wanted to be a quarterback,," Daugherty said. "I'm not going to see him crucified any more.

He said Triplette will play either as a flanker or split end for the rest of the season.

Soccer: Double victory

Other scorers were Tim Patton, John Pedrotty and Jim Schweitzer each with 1 marker. Assists were pooled by Patton with 2 and Bruce Graves and Fred Roholt with 1.

The Irish have only two games remaining and are beginning to take their toll of the schedule. The record now stands at 5 - 3 - 2. ND will be playing for many more goals than last season, as they will enter Western in the final three games. The season finale will be Nov. 15 at home versus Marquette.

Harriers belted by MSU

The Irish harriers were outclassed, outrun and outscored last Saturday. Florida State, as the Michigan State Spartans pitted it on ND to the tune of 15-49. State swept over, kicked off in route to their victory. Dave Driver won instead and started as early as the 2nd quarter when the Irish were still looking for their first triumph as opposed to 3 straight losses.

Sophomore halfback Bob Minnick, here taking a Bill Eatter hand-off and following blocking Andy Hoff, had the best day of his brief varsity career against Navy, totaling 42 yards in seven carries.
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